Fluent Forever Bug Reports for Spanish (European) Pronunciation Trainer

Bugs Reviewed Prior to Version 3.0
Bugs Reported

Date Reported Fixed/Not Fixed Reason

Gabe's Comments

I am happy with my purchase, but what's up with those deers? You have the "venado" and the
"ciervo" (not the same, I guess), have a look at the pics. One would think, there is only room
for one deer in one deck.

2017 or earlier

Fixed

N/A

The card with a picture of a planet comes up and just has planet written underneath it… it
doesn’t tell you what you should be doing and the audio just says Planeta… :S

2017 or earlier

Not Fixed

Trainer was checked regarding this
feedback, but the user feedback was
N/A
deemed to be was mistaken, irrelevant,
not worth fixing or already fixed.

Also do you know how to do the ü, I’ve got the Spanish keyboard open on my MacBook, but I
can’t see it on there at all. :S The usual way of doing it like I did for this email doesn’t work in
Anki.

2017 or earlier

Not Fixed

Trainer was checked regarding this
feedback, but the user feedback was
N/A
deemed to be was mistaken, irrelevant,
not worth fixing or already fixed.

2017 or earlier

Not Fixed

Trainer was checked regarding this
feedback, but the user feedback was
N/A
deemed to be was mistaken, irrelevant,
not worth fixing or already fixed.

3/15/18

Fixed

N/A

N/A

3/15/18

Fixed

N/A

N/A

N/A

Also coy, when I looked for it in Spanish didn’t show up any pics of hammocks and the google
translate for hammock was hamaca…. Should I use coy or hamaca?
Athlete did the same…
Storm is the same too… I will keep this email open in case there are any more….There are:
Fruit, Shadow, Dance, Traffic, Muscle, Cash, Museum, sheet, pilot, Surgery, golf, Chain, Bowl,
Hall, Mirror
This is really annoying as when I’m trying to practice I just keep getting the picture up with the
English word… and then no picture or idea of what I’m meant to be doing so for most of my
days practice I’m doing nothing.. I’m not going to get fluent if I go on like this. :(
Just wanted to report some apostrophe errors i have notice in this ANKI card set
for learning pronunciation but also for learning spelling. Note these are in the version where
you add in the spelling
As can be seen below no apostrophe on the a in the eagle and triangle and album
then no u in musica
Change la águila to el águila

